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-- The Portal is your Nerve Centre where you 
interact daily with your Mastermind group. 
 
-- Your questions answered in minutes, because 
the entire group is accessing the Portal along with 
you 
 
-- Entire back-catalogue of documents and 
tutorials available at the click of a button 
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In this report I’m going to fill you in on part 3 of 6: 
 

The Portfolio Building Portal 
 
 
I’ll show you what that will do for you in a minute, but first let 
me answer a couple of common questions I get about the 
Programme: 
 
 

Your questions answered 
 
 
– Question: “I’m from X (insert location here) in the UK. 
Where are you going to be holding the workshops because I 
need to start planning my schedule?..” 
 
Answer: All of the workshops are going to be held in the NEC 
area in Birmingham. The reason for this is that it makes the 
workshops as accessible as possible for people all over the 
country.  
 
Anybody from London is only a couple of hours a way door to 
door, because the train station is right outside the NEC.  
 
For those of you in Ireland, you are only 45 minutes away with 
a budget flight. And the NEC is a two-hour drive away for most 
other places in the country. 
 
 
 
– Question: What if I can’t make all the workshops? 
 
Answer: If you can’t attend a seminar, THAT IS OK! 
 
The odd seminar missed is OK and you won’t fall too far behind, 
but we DO expect you to make the majority of the seminars, 
for 2 reasons 
 
One is for purely egotistical reasons - I love speaking to BIG 
groups. I know I know, I just can’t help myself. 
 
But the more important second reason is because the 
relationships you build at the workshops, and the ideas you 
bounce off one another in the interactive sessions are an 
invaluable part of the course which cannot be easily replicated 
outside of that seminar room. 
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So if you start missing the sessions, you won’t be getting all 
you can from the Mastermind Programme, and you’ll also be 
letting down your fellow Mastermind colleagues by not 
contributing to the group atmosphere. 
 
But, if you can’t make the odd workshop, remember it is being 
filmed so you won’t miss too much. 
 
- 
 
– Question: “I’m just getting started in property investing. Will 
I be able to keep up? 
 
 
Answer: Truthfully, you are probably at a slight ADVANTAGE if 
you are just getting into investing. It means you start with an 
open mindset, and we all know that mindset is everything. 
 
In addition, FEW investors are currently active in the niche of 
investing that the Mastermind Programme is going to be 
concentrating on. So in that respect, MOST members are going 
to be ‘just getting started’. Needless to say that the Programme 
breaks everything down into the minutest of detail, so that 
even a monkey would be able to follow the System. 
 
Finally, if you don’t have any experience AND don’t have any 
seed capital, GREAT! The fact you don’t have any capital means 
you will have to force yourself to use the system with laser-
beam focus, and by doing so I fully expect you to outperform 
those who DO have substantial seed capital   
 
 
That’s enough questions for the time being, let’s press on to…. 
 
 
 

Part 3 of 6 
 

The Portfolio Building Portal 
 
 
On the surface, the Property Mastermind Portfolio Building 
Portal is a members-only website where you can share ideas 
and network with your fellow Mastermind members - it is where 
the day-to-day exchanges take place. 
 
But there’s a LOT more to it than that. 
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Six months from now, as your portfolio is rolling along, and you 
look back at how it all started, you will probably look fondly on 
your daily interactions with the community via this portal. 
 
It’s where you ask questions, get advice, interact with your 
fellow Mastermind members, download the tutorials and pod 
casts (oops, let that one out of the bag, heh), and tap into the 
growing knowledge base that we accumulate. 
 
 

Here’s a look at what the Mastermind 
Portal contains: 

 
 
———————— 
1. Property Mastermind Discussion Forums: 
———————— 
 
This is where the ideas are exchanged, strategies discussed, 
tactics are shared, and questions get answered. 
 
***IMPORTANT - This is a Hyper-Helpful community and 
EVERYONE is expected to participate without holding back. That 
means having access to me, other investing veterans, and all of 
the Mastermind members, uncut and uncensored, so to speak. 
 
There’s none of this “I’m not going to tell you because it’s a 
trade secret” rubbish that’s the mainstay of other forums. 
 
This private forum is like the “back room” where all the deals 
are made, and the secrets (I.e. Things you don’t know yet) are 
exchanged. 
 
The Mastermind Group means EXCHANGE. 
 
 
———————— 
2. Property Mastermind Dynamic Members Map: 
———————— 
 
With the help of some very advanced and very clever 
technology, we have created an interactive map with every 
single Mastermind member located by a ‘pin’ in the map. 
 
Why is this useful? Well, when you source a property in an area 
outside of your usual ‘domain’, you can instantly look at the 
Map to see if there’s a Mastermind member close by. 
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Chances are, they will be interested in a deal close to them 
geographically, and will gladly Joint Venture with you on the 
project. 
 
In other words it is yet another example of the leverage you 
can get with the Mastermind group. This is so important when 
speed is often of the essence with these types of deals. 
 
———————— 
3. The Mastermind Wiki: 
———————— 
 
 
Think of this as your Wikipedia for property investing. 
 
– As the Group grows, so does its knowledge base. But if you’re 
not careful, some fantastic resources could get lost in the 
frenzy of activity. 
 
The MastermindWiki is the place to make that information 
permanent and searchable, so you’ll always have it at your 
fingertips. And the best thing about the Wiki is that ANYONE 
can contribute to it! 
 
In fact, when you find a discussion thread of interest, instead of 
copying and pasting it to a text document somewhere on your 
PC that you’d never find again, simply throw it into the Wiki. 
 
Once it’s there, other Mastermind members can add to it, link it 
to other related content, and create a living resource that can 
grow with NO limit. 
 
———————— 
4. The Portfolio-Building Archive 
———————— 
 
Absolutely every bit of content that myself and guest speakers 
create will be sorted, indexed and available to you in the 
Property Mastermind Portfolio-Building Archive. Whenever we 
find anything interesting in the media, press or on the internet, 
we’ll post it in archives so that it is readily accessible for all our 
members. 
 
It will quickly become your first port of call for any question or 
idea you are seeking an answer to. 
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Talk Soon! 
 

 
 
Simon Zutshi 
 
 
Here are some responses for this report: 
 
 
9 Responses to “Your Questions Answered and Part III” 
Feed for this Entry Trackback Address  
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 
 
1 Amanda Goldston  
Hi Simon 
Looking forward to getting started!  
 
I especially liked the bit about starting with zero seed capital. 
 
With abundant blessings 
Amanda 
 
2 David W  
Hi Simon, 
 
Friday night and blogging. This must be commitment eh :-). 
Your motivation is showing through and infectious keep up the 
good work. 
Will the programme help show me and others like me a way to 
manage the transition from my day job to property manager? 
 
Regards 
 
3 Dawn Harber  
Hi Simon, 
 
This all looks so exciting.Can’t wait to see the final product. 
 
Best wishes  
 
Dawn 
 
4 Jack Evans  
All very tantalising but awaiting more substance to chew on. 
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Just sold a property I have renovated and have some seed 
capital to be used in a worth while project, but will need 
convincing. Then again, if there are so many people wanting to 
join the scheme after what has ben disclosed so far, they have 
probably been fortunate enough to have seen the evidence I 
have missed, so good luck to them. However, I will continue 
watching with interest. 
 
5 Mike  
Simon, 
 
I have being doing BMV deals for the last 6 months. So I know 
how to find them. I belive in the power of the community so it 
would be great to join. Do you think it wil be worth while for me 
or are you looking for novice BMVers? 
 
Cheers 
 
Mike 
 
6 Nitzan Marinov  
Hi Simon, 
 
I’m a complete novice to property investment and only met you 
yesterday for the first time at the home buyers show. 
 
The first question that comes to my mind about the 
mastermind is - will we learn how to be smart investors in our 
local areas (I live in North London, where property prices are 
quite high) or will we be looking at ‘long distance’ investments 
which will mean travelling time and research outside our own 
area. 
 
Also, apart from the monthly workshops, how much time would 
we need to invest in getting together our property portfolio 
within 12 months? Is this programme suitable for someone who 
works full time? 
 
And I suppose the last question for now would be - how would 
you rate the ‘risk profile’ of someone who would be successful 
in your programme? Would they need to be high risk takers or 
is this programme suitable for someone who is willing to take 
action but is not so comfortable with risky investments? 
 
Many thanks 
Nitzan 
 
7 Glen Crossingham  
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Mar 4th, 2007 at 6:07 pm  
Hi Simon. 
 
Lets get to the nitty gritty!! How much is this programme going 
to cost? 
 
Had to ask!! 
 
Regards Glen 
 
8 John Donohoe  
Simon, when we actually get down to the hard property we 
want to aquire, is most of it going to be mainly in the 
Birmingham region or can we get leads for the region in which 
we live? 
 
John. 
 
9 Simon Zutshi  
Hi 
 
David - making the transition from ‘day job’ to property 
investor: the key to this is SYSTEMISING your work so that 
once you have spent time on something, it continues to fulfil a 
function at a fraction of your ‘time cost’. And this is essentially 
what the whole Programme is about. Creating system after 
system, then optimising a little bit more. 
 
Mike - you are in the perfect position having 6 months of BMV 
experience behind you. I’ve got a number of my power team 
who are joining who you will find invaluable, you will have a 
secondary market for leads you can’t act on, you’ll have access 
to one of the most competitive bridge funds in the market, and 
I guarantee that a lot of the material will teach you new ways 
of doing what you are already doing. 
 
Nitzon - whether you invest locally or afar comes down to your 
risk profile and the type of properties you invest in. Whilst I 
can’t give you the answer one way or the other, I CAN tell you 
that it will quickly become very obvious what your options are 
when on the Programme. North London is tricky because yields 
suck, and yields are very much key in this game… but 
remember, you are going to have a support network in the 
Programme that makes investing further afield infinitely more 
doable.  
 
I’ve already touched on the ‘investing whilst holding down a full 
time job’ above - it’s ALL about SYSTEMS SYSTEMS SYSTEMS. 
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Get leads COMING TO YOU, and work with a power team that 
you can rely to not eat up all of your free time. 
 
Great question about the Risk Profile of an investor on the 
Proramme - I’ve had a think about this, and actually this type 
of investing is quite low risk. But don’t mistake ‘low risk’ for 
‘dithering and being indecisive’. This type of investing is not for 
the indecisive. 
 
The reason it is low risk is that your strategy is to MAKE A 
PROFIT THE MOMENT YOU SIGN THE CONTRACT - which means 
you are always in control of your outcome, and you always 
know before the deal how much you are going to make. Having 
to rely on rising markets is risky because it is out of your 
control. 
 
Your real ‘risk tolerance’ will begin to shine once you gain 
momentum and start buying lots and lots of property - you may 
not be putting seed capital in, but you need to manage your 
cashflow ‘buffer zones’ - i.e. how many months would you be 
able to go if none of your property was tenanted.  
 
But that’s another topic for another time…. 
 
John - it is only the Workshops that are being held in 
Birmingham, not the investing  ! The whole philosophy of the 
Programme is to equip you with the skills, the team, and the 
support community to become a sophisticated investor 
ANYWHERE. 
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